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I find myself forgetting about the beautiful view most of the time, I tend to look at nothing when I think, my
eyes fix on a general direction but they do not see There are over establishments that sell window coverings.
The movie provides an insight on all the characters that live in buildings around that courtyard, and a voice
over from Jeffries that voices his thoughts on all their lives. And would it be so bad if he did? As of the
seconds quarter of iOS held  This means that Jeff wants to dominate her while at the stage. The man is a
winter breeze, cold and rough and sort of roams the land. In this sequence, Jeff and Stella are in a room with a
soft key light, as if in a movie theater. James Berardinelli liked the movie mainly, once again, because of it
voyeurism. In addition, the viewer has the contrast of the old content couple, who dote on their dog and sleep
out on their balcony every night, with the newlyweds who hide themselves behind closed shades, most likely
to have some privacy while they fornicate. For me it has a double meaning; first like the rear view mirror in a
car one is always looking in it to see out of the rear window, at who or what is behind us, looking over our
shoulder. It can punish us and keep away from any social connection; sometimes it plays a cruel joke with us.
Voyeurism is defined in The Penguin dictionary of psychology as: "Voyeurism: characterized by a pattern of
sexual behaviour in which one's preferred means of sexual arousal is the clandestine observing of others when
they are disrobing, nude or actually engaged in sexual activity. The mise-en- scene in this sequence can be
compared to an audience watching a film. This is unfortunate as weather, or in this case, rain, is an important
part to the film in its entirety. Belton says that this works as a way of working out the tensions in that
relationship 8. He seeming has all control and all from the comfort of his apartment. One should not take for
granted any audiences, all of whom are familiar with real life. Considering he views the Thornwalds
relationship as telling of his own, this determination to find something wrong with Lars is a metaphor for his
adamance in finding something wrong with Lisa, a reason not to marry her. Only catching a glimpse of Jeff. In
most cases photographer is not a job that comes to mind when you think adventure. Also observers can realize
that what Jeff represses in his relationship with Lisa is worked out in the actions seen across the way. This
scene is the first time we see Jeff showing true and genuine feelings toward Lisa, and its because she is put
right next to Thornwald. Although Jeff and Lisa are not married, as the Thornwalds are, they each play the
role of a more middle aged couple not to the extent of the couple with the dog, yet not quite as young and
fresh as the newlyweds. I will also be looking at misery and love and how does this change the characters
objective along the film. We note that Jeff works out his emotions for Lisa by outwardly refusing his
personification with Thorwald by often rejecting to give up his belief in Thorwald's guilt. I spend many nights
looking out of it as I try to fall asleep, it overlooks most of Bennington and is actually quite beautiful at night,
all of the street lights sparkle like bioluminescent Pyrrophyta. However, as seen by the photographs displayed
around his apartment, Jeff is not any ordinary photographer. The film also repeatedly opposes its two main
attractions, that is Lisa and the murder mystery and Jeff routinely turns his gaze from Lisa and focuses instead
on events across the way Belton 7.


